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In this series produced by FT Studio, we bring together industry leaders, academia and BCLP to

discuss the big issues and trends shaping the future of business. 

EPISODE 1 - WHERE IS DEI HEADED IN 2024?

Game-changers in the field of DEI, BCLP Global Inclusion & Diversity Client Relationship

Partner Daisy Reeves and Ken Janssens, co-founder of Windō and a former Chief Data Officer at

J.P. Morgan, discuss whether DEI truly is at a critical juncture amidst economic pressures and

changing political headwinds. 

Hosted by award-winning journalist Nellie de Goguel, Daisy & Ken take a look at how DEI is

transforming the way that we work, explain what people look for when choosing a job (here's a hint,

values matter), and talk about what companies need to do to get it right. 
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COMING SOON: EPISODE 2 - CAN REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT
DELIVER MORE THAN JUST BRICKS AND MORTAR?

Hosted by award-winning journalist Nellie de Gougel, BCLP Real Estate Partner, Chris de Pury, joined

by industry peers, debates key questions including what is needed to accelerate investment in
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“green” buildings and how do real estate investors future-proof their assets? And how does society

grapple with the dual and conflicting phenomena of a rapidly urbanizing society, and advancing

climate change?

This material is not comprehensive, is for informational purposes only, and is not legal advice. Your use or receipt

of this material does not create an attorney-client relationship between us. If you require legal advice, you should

consult an attorney regarding your particular circumstances. The choice of a lawyer is an important decision and

should not be based solely upon advertisements. This material may be “Attorney Advertising” under the ethics and

professional rules of certain jurisdictions. For advertising purposes, St. Louis, Missouri, is designated BCLP’s

principal office and Kathrine Dixon (kathrine.dixon@bclplaw.com) as the responsible attorney.
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